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MICHAEL JACKSON couldn't sleep. Whenever he tried to drift
off, new ideas for his comeback concerts kept coming to him:
Twenty-two different stage sets. A children's choir. Aerial
dancing. Eye-popping images projected onto the world's largest
3-D screen. Elaborate David Coppedield-style illusions. VV:ith a
50-show engagement set for London's 02 arena, he wanted to
give his fans the ultimate Michael Jackson concert experience,
a career-capping spectacle to end all spectacles. It was right
there in the name: This Is It. But at age 50, Jackson hadn't
toured in more than a decade, and as he rehearsed the show at
L.A's Staples Center, his collaborators sometimes worried that
he was pushing himself too hard: not eating enough, not getting
enough rest. "Don't worry," Jackson told director Kenny Ortega.
"Just put the people all crushed up against the stage. They're my
fuel. They're my food. Their love will get me to the end."
On June 25 the pieces were nearly all in place when Jackson's sudden death brought the production-and, without
overstatement, the entire world-to a stunned halt. It seemed
Jackson's ambitions for This Is It-to reinvigorate his career,
rejuvenate his fan base, replenish his finances, and spread
messages of peace, love, and ecological responsibility-would
never be realized. But, as it happens, there was something left
behind. Cameras had been rolling during those four months of
rehearsals, recording the singer as he and his collaborators
developed the show. The footage-some 120 hours-was raw
and unpolished. It had been shot mainly for Jackson and his
team's personal use, to analyze and critique as they went along.
Though some of it was considered potential backstage material
for a later concert movie, most of it was never meant to be seen
by the public. Suddenly this became the last existing documentation of one of history's greatest entertainers at work.
After months of anticipation, the world will finally get a
chance to see that footage when This Is It opens around the
globe on Oct. 28. At a time when nearly everything that comes
out of Hollywood seems to be a remake of something else,
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"You don't understand," asleep-deprived
Jackson told Ortega."If I'm not there to receive
these ideas, God might give them to Prince."

Jackson (with Aussie guitarist
Orianthi, far left) gave his all
during the rehearsals forThis Is It,
says choreographer Travis Payne:
"He wanted to do the best show
the world had ever seen. This was
to be a world party." And the
party was to keep going after the
50 concerts at London's 02 arena,
Ortega says. '" think he looked at
this as maybe his final curtain
call in terms of touring, so the idea
was to reach far beyond London.
Michael would say, 'India, Japanthere are so many places, and I
love the world, and I want to get
out there: He wanted to do films.
We were talking about developing
stuff for television. He certainly
wasn't planning on retiring."

This Is It, which Sony Pictures has scheduled for a two-week
theatrical engagement, is a movie without any real precedent,
and, judging from advance ticket sales, it may become a new
sort of pop culture phenomenon as well. Fans began lining up
for tickets days before they went on sale on Sept. 27, and within
the first 24 hours, hundreds of shows around the world were
already sold out-without anyone knowing quite what This Is It
even was. A concert movie? A documentary? "It's somewhere
in between," says Sony Pictures co-chairman Amy Pascal,
who's leaving the door open to extending the film's run. "It's a
movie about rehearsing for a concert that never happened. It's
heartbreaking and inspiring all at the same time. You think,
Jesus, he wanted this so bad. It gives you chills."
This Is It will be embraced by Jackson's fans as a validation
of his tremendous artistry. Some will pore over it, like a sort of
musical Zapruder film, for clues about what led to his demise.
Inevitably, some will debate whether it's been rushed into
theaters too quickly, and for less-than-pure motives. And some
will argue it's merely a ghoulish curiosity. But even a rival filmmarketing executive marvels at the movie's potential impact:
"When I saw the first television spot, I got all weepy. It's going
to make a gazillion dollars. People are going to see this movie
to process Michael Jackson's death, to grieve in the way they
think he'd want them to grieve. Has there ever been anything
like this? It's Dead Man Moonwalking."

O

N A MOVIE SCREEN in a building on the Sony lot,
Michael Jackson stands alone at center stage,
wearing dark sunglasses and a jacket with a
jeweled lapel, and quietly begins his hit "Human
Nature." Singing tentatively a cappella at first, he pops his

shoulders, shuffles hi feet, and points his fingers as he begins
to sketch out the choreography for the song. "You sound great,
MJ," musical director Michael Bearden says encouragingly.
As the song contin es, the footage cuts to other run-throughs.
A full band kicks in. Jackson's voice grows strongel~ his movements crisper. Some of the footage is crystal clear; other
shots are fuzzy and low-resolution. But throughout, we see
how everything-Jackson's vocals, the staging, the musical
arrangement-is coming together.
Kenny Ortega, the director of both the conceit and now the
film This is It, sits outside the screening room, looking tired but
satisfied after weeks of nonstop work. This is the first time he's
shown this footage to anyone in the press. Even Jackson's family
hasn't seen the final cut yet. "Some ofthem have seen some ofit,"
Ortega says. "I want them to be able to see it privately togethee
I hope that they'll be pleased with it." (Through their representative, Jackson's family declined to comment for this story.)
For the past two decades, Ortega was one of Jackson's
closest collaborators. He directed the singer's Dangerous and
HIStory world tours in the 1990s, and was among the first
people Jackson called when he was ready to emerge from his
most recent period of self-imposed isolation, during which his
private life had become the stuff of tabloid scandal. "Over the
last few years, Michael would say, 'Let's find something to
do,'" Ortega says. "But he turned down a lot. He turned down
an invitation to do a Vegas production. He said, 'It has to be
important. We can't do something just because we can.' I'd
never heard him talk like that before. This time around, he "
wanted to do it for deeper reasons, more mature reasons." .
The announcement of Jackson's London concerts at
strange, brief March 5 press conference was greeted with both.
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that Jackson's creative ambitions for the concert were
beyond anything he'd ever
"He was firmly
attempted. "Michael was
in charge."
not playing this time," says
choreographer Travis Payne, who had
worked with Jackson since the early 1990s.
"He was not playing at alI." With the budget
already past $24 million, Jackson told his
team he wanted to re-create one of the
world's largest waterfalls-Victoria Falls in
southern Africa-on the stage. "I was ready
to jump off the balcony of my office," Phillips
says. "We went and met with Michael, and
Kenny said, 'Michael, you've got to stop.
We've got an incredible show; we don't need
any more vignettes.' Michael said, 'But Kenny,
God channels this through me at night. I
can't sleep because I'm so supercharged.'
Kenny said, 'But Michael, we have to finish.
Can't God take a vacation?' Without missing
a beat, Michael said, 'You don't understand~ifI'm not there to
receive these ideas, God might give them to Prince.'''
Many outsiders wondered whether Jackson could pull off
the physically grueling task of mounting 50 concerts. His
collaborators were reassured as they watched some of the
world's best young dancers struggle to match his moves. Still,
Jackson did look awfully thin. "I was always handing him
Boost drinks and meal-replacement things," says Payne. "We
all encouraged him to eat as much as he could. But at the
same time, I understand: When you eat a lot and then you
"Michael wasn't
a weak. frail guy,"
says Phillips.

excitement and skepticism. Many speculated that after years
of profligate spending and expensive court battles, Jackson
simply needed the money, but Randy Phillips, president of the
concert promotion firm AEG Live, says there was more to it.
"After the press conference, I asked him, 'Why now?' He said,
'Because I've spent 12-and-a-half years bringing my kids up,
and now they're old enough to appreciate what I do-and I'm
still young enough to do it.' Yes, he had to clean up his finances.
But money was not the primary motivating factor."
As the production got under way, it quickly became clear

dance, it hurts. It was all for his art, I
think." There was only so much anyone could do to influence Jackson,
says Ortega: "He was loved and considered. I told him I worried about
him. But we weren't there as his
nurses. We were his creative team.
He was in charge of his life. He was
his own man."
Jackson had insisted on retaining a full-time private physician,
Dr. Conrad Murray, who was to be
paid through the show's budget to
oversee his medical needs. Murray
is now the focus of a manslaughter
investigation. "Michael was very
confident in the doctor," Phillips
says. "I actually tried to talk him out of hiring him. I didn't
want to spend $150,000 a month on a doctor, since we were
playing in London, which has phenomenal medical resources.
It was the first time Michael and I had cross words with each
other. He admonished me that he needed a doctor 24/7, the
same way Barack Obama did, because his body is what fuels
this whole business. Michael prevailed on that. And I guess,
looking back, we know why."

have no idea how competitive it was,"
says Pascal. "I had other companies calling me saying, 'We should cut these
people out and do ajoint venture: People
were crazed."
At that point, the task of crafting
a movie began, and no one wanted
to waste a moment. "At first they
wanted to get the film out by Michael's
birthday, August 29," Ortega says.
"I said, 'No way.' They came back to
me the next day and said, 'We'll give
you Halloween'-which was actually
okay. Halloween was Michael's favorite holiday."
Over the next six weeks, working
nearly around the clock, Ortega, Payne,
Bearden, and the rest of their team pared the footage down
to less than two hours. The goal, Ortega says, was to celebrate
Jackson's creative genius, not to provide fodder for people's
fascination with his death. "There's enough of that out there,"
he says. Thus one of the most emotional and sensationalistic
pieces of film-in which Ortega notified his cast and crew
that Jackson was in the hospital, gathered everyone in a
group prayer, and then learned of his death-was left on the
cutting-room floor, though a fleeting moment from the prayer
can be seen in the trailer. "We could have made this a much
more salacious film," says Phillips, who notes that addition;;tl
footage will appear on the eventual DVD.
Nevertheless, some-including Jackson's sister La Toya,
who recently spoke to Access Hollywood-have wondered if
the singer would be comfortable with audiences getting such
an unguarded look inside his creative process. They might ask
as well whether Jackson, who was known as a perfectionist,
would be pleased with the release on Oct. 12 ofthe single "This
Is It," a sentimental ballad based on material he co-wrote with
Paul Anka in the early 1980s. (The film's companion album
will be released Oct. 27, and is expected to be a blockbuster.)
Ortega is confident Jackson would give This Is It his blessing:
"I know Michael, and I know why he wanted to do this. As long
as the film is based on those reasons-letting his children see
what he loved, giving something back to the fans who were so
loyal through thick and thin, sharing his concern about the
health of our planet-why wouldn't Michael be happy? He
didn't intend not to finish this project. It was an accident:'
Jackson's last rehearsal wrapped just 14 hours before his
death. Those who were there that day say that with less than
three weeks left to go until opening night in London, Jackson
left Staples Center that evening feeling confident and strong.
"We were walking to our cars at about 12:30," Phillips says. "He
put his arms around me, and in that little, lilting voice ofhis, he
said, 'Thank you for getting me this far. I can
take it from here. Now I know I can do this: I
"The last two
think it was the first time that, in his heart nights, he kicked it
up a notch and
and soul, he accepted that he could come
took our breath
back, and that he could be great again." _
away," Ortega says.

"He admonished me tha
he needed adoctor 24/7,
the same way Barack
Obama did, because
his body is what fuels
this whole business;'
says AEG's Phillips.
"Michael prevailed on
that. And Iguess, looking
back, we know why:'

ECOUNTING THE SCENE at Staples Center~hen
news broke of Jackson's death, Ortega can't hold back
tears. "Every once in a while I still have a moment
where it's difficult for me," he says, his voice breaking.
"People were falling to their knees, walking in circles, holding
on to each other, wailing. It was like a bomb dropped."
Phillips-who was with the singer's children and mother at
the hospital when Jackson died-quickly realized the historical
importance, and financial value, ofthe rehearsal footage. It, along
with costumes and sets, was put under 24-hour armed security.
Even amid the confusion over Jackson's will and the planning of
his funeral, discussions began about what should be done with
the material. "When we started archiving everything, it was
riveting," says Phillips. "I knew we had something, but I didn't
know if it was a prime-time TV special, an HBO special..."
A team of editors distilled the footage to three-and-a-half
hours, and Phillips-in conjunction with the executors of
Jackson's estate, John Branca and John McClain-agreed to
pursue a possible movie. Ortega was asked if he'd be willing
to direct. "I really didn't want to," he says. "I thought, Am I
going to be able to sit in a room looking at images of Michael?
Am I going to fall apart? But the question kept coming back
to me: Who else is going to do it? This is sacred."
Over the course of several days in mid-July, the heads offour
major studios-Paramount, Universal, Twentieth Century Fox,
and Sony-were brought into AEG's edit bay to see 15 minutes
of the footage. An intense and protracted bidding war erupted.
And ultimately, Sony-whose sibling company controls the
rights to Jackson's existing catalog-won the auction, paying
$60 million for the rights to produce and release a film. "You
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